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Note: Laurie Gardner’s assistant went through transcripts of all declared Design Minor students and noted the courses they are using to complete the Design Minor. Stats are based upon 202 students. This is a snapshot of degrees in process.

Based upon this snapshot, current Design Minor students account for 785 seats in CDES courses. However, it must be noted that two courses can double-dip with majors or another minor. Assuming that the 51 CDES majors completing the Design Minor are double-dipping two courses from their major, then, Design Minor students account for 683 additional seats in CDES courses. Assuming an average of three credits per course, this results in an additional 2049 credit hours taken by Design Minor students.

Enrollment on 3-24-14: 210 students to date.

Demographic Information  
Gender  
Males: 46 (22%)  
Females: 156 (78%)  

Grade level based upon credits  
Freshmen: 1  
Sophomores: 28  
Juniors: 61  
Seniors: 112  

Students with multiple minors  
Design Minor Students declaring multiple minors: 27%  
Students declaring two Minors (not ICP or BIS): 48  
Students declaring three Minors (not ICP or BIS): 5  
Students declaring both Design Minor and Product Design: 10  

Breakdown of Students by Major  
CDES Students: 51 (25%)  
  Arch BS: 5  
  Arch BDA: 20  
  Apparel Design: 3  
  Graphic Design: 3  
  Housing: 1  
  Interior Design: 4  
  Retail Merchandising: 15  

Non-CDES Students: 151  
  CCE: ICP: 10  
  CLA: BIS: 4
CLA: Art: 11
CLA: Communications: 14
CLA: Journalism: 42
CSOM: Marketing: 8
CSE: Mechanical Engineering: 4
Remaining majors: 1 – 4 students each

**Snap Shot of courses taken by students in the process of completing the Design Minor**

Number of courses chosen by Design Minor students, by CDES programs:

CDES Courses: Note: some of these courses were taken to fulfill CDES major requirements. Two courses may be double-dipped with major or another minor. These numbers represent seats taken by Design Minor students.

- ADES: 16 seats
- Arch: 194 seats
- DHA/DES: 131 seats
- Design Minor DES 33xx,43xx: 115 seats
- Graphic Design: 132 seats
- Housing: 7 seats
- Interior Design: 9 seats
- LA: 49 seats
- PDES: 51 seats
- Retail Merchandising: 31 seats
- DES designator courses taken by design minor students: 309 seats
  (Interesting in terms of interdisciplinarity.)
- Jour: 45 seats

**Courses with largest Design Minor enrollment**

Keep in mind that some of the most popular courses have limited access.

Area A: Introductory Big Picture
- DES 1101w and v: 94 (double dip for DHA majors)
- Arch 1701: 28, (no longer offered)

Area B: Introductory Hands-on
- GDES 1315: 43 (limited by space, not interest)
- DES 1111: 37
- Arch 1281: 27 (double dip for Arch majors)
- DES 2101: 16

Area C: Electives
- Arch 3411w: 28 (double dip for Arch majors)
- Arch 3412: 27 (double dip for Arch majors)
- Arch 3611: 20
- Arch 3711w and v: 22
- Arch 4561: 10
- Arch 4701w: 15
DES 2101: 14 (plus 16 from Area B = 30)
DES 3131: 18
DES 3160: 14 (special topics, various)
DES 3311: 17
DES 3331: 12
DES 3341: 16
DES 4301: 27
GDES 2342: 21 (limited by space, not interest)
GDES 2345: 10 (limited by space, not interest)
Jour 3745: 45 (double dip for Jour and Comm majors)
LA 3501: 17
PDES 3701: 17
RM 3243: 14 (double dip for RM majors)
RM 4212W: 15 (double dip for RM majors)